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Executive summary 
 

Finance update 
 
The committee received the month 7 finance report and noted that the team were 
forecasting a £1.6 m overspend in H2 to offset the underspend of the same amount 
in H1 thus delivering a balanced outturn for the year.  
 
The full report is attached as appendix 1 
 
The committee approved the following disbursements from reserves: 
Winter access fund (delegated primary care) £105,000. 
 
Performance update 
 
There were several issues raised in the previous month on Complaint responses and 
emergency C sections where we are awaiting responses from the Devon Quality 
team. The committee had a detailed presentation from John Groom on elective care 
waiting list recovery which highlighted all the additional actions being taken including 
validation, addressing unscheduled care outliers in surgical beds, out of county 
referrals, encouraging additional private sector capacity where possible, working 
towards commissioning the Bodmin Diagnostic and treatment centre and working 
with NHS Trusts to creatively increase their elective capacity. Particular focus was 
on making sure the 104 +week waiters were cleared and then 78- and 52-week 
waiters. There were of no guarantees that all these initiatives would deliver the 
required numbers and the committee would be paying particular attention to elective 
performance going forward. 
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The committee received a new appendix which focused on the proposed measures 
which would indicate whether the mitigations addressing the unscheduled care 
patient flow were having any success. Whilst the committee recognised the work 
undertaken in developing this dashboard it had the following recommendations. 
 

• The graphs needed to be developed as SPC charts recognising that process is a 

system with common cause variation and that the dashboard should be 

highlighting when there is sufficient movement away from the mean which 

indicates the system has changed (roughly a sequence of 7 or more observations 

above or below the mean is a rough guide 

• The run charts on average LOS and number of stranded patients indicated such 

a change but the demand side on number of patients admitted showed no such 

trend so the dashboard indicates there has been a reduction in supported 

discharge capacity so we suggested adding supported discharge demand and 

supported discharge capacity analysed by broad type, dom care (hours), bedded 

care (days) 

• This analysis would indicate broadly where the problem was but the operational 

team if then asked the question what is causing it and   where do we need to put 

more capacity would need to be able to drill down into subcategories. 

The committee continued to be very concerned that the unscheduled care system 
remains broken and is not serving the population as it should, and patients are 
coming to harm as a result. We were particularly concerned that we are not allowed 
to increase the pay to care workers as approved at last months meeting. The system 
has to find a war around this obstacle if we are to resolve this. 
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Minutes 

 
26 October 2021 
1.30pm 
MS Teams 
 

 

Attendees 
 

• John Yarnold, chair and lay member for fiscal management 

• Kate Shields, accountable officer 

• Clare Bryan, chief finance officer 

• Fran Old, GP and governing body lead 
 

Attendees 
• Sam Cox, PA to chief finance officer and minute taker 

• Sarah Foster, deputy director, finance 
 

Apologies 
• John Garman, GP and governing body lead 
 

 

Minutes from the meeting 
 

Item FPC2122/063 – Welcome and apologies 
 
John Yarnold welcomed all to the meeting. 
 

Item FPC2122/064 – Declarations of interest 
 
Declarations of interest made by members of the Finance and Performance 
committee were circulated with the agenda and supporting papers.  The full 
declaration of interest register is available via the corporate governance team.  
The chair asked if there were any items on the agenda where a conflict of interest 
may arise, there were none. 
 
There were no new declarations of interest made.  
 

Item FPC2122/065 – Ratify part one minutes held on 28 September 
2021 
 

Finance and Performance Committee  
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The minutes of the meeting held on 28 September were approved and signed as a 
correct record.  
 
The action grid was reviewed.  
 
There were no additional matters arising.  
 

Item FPC2122/066 – Finance update 
 
Clare Bryan reported planning guidance and confirmation of revenue funding for H2 
had been issued, however the planning process and confirmation of revenue funding 
remains in progress and expected to be concluded in mid-November 2021.   
 
The final H1 plan, submitted to NHS England and Improvement in June, included a 
surplus for the CCG of £1.6m, which combined with a similar level of surplus in CFT 
and a planned deficit in RCHT gives a balanced plan for Cornwall and the Isles of 
Scilly system plan for H1.   
 
Recommendation:  The committee approved the release of funds from reserves to 
operational budgets.   
 

Item FPC2122/067 – 2020/21 performance reporting (month 5, 
August)  
 
Sarah Foster reported John Groom had confirmed his attendance at the November 
meeting to provide a deep dive on planned care and provided an update on the key 
lines of enquiry (KLOE’s). 
 
Cancer 62-day treatment from GP referral:  An update was provided at the recent 
planned care board and an offer to provide a detailed update to the November 
meeting. 
 
Emergency C Sections: Liz Cahill is seeking to obtain responses from the Devon 
Quality team  
 
Rates of complaints and incidents: RCHT:  This is the second month that there has 
been a drop in performance in % of complaints responded to within agreed 
timescales, although remains within 80% rather than a deteriorating trend.    
Complaints at UHP:  This is a more concerning trend in comparison to the usual 
standard of achievement.  A response is awaited from UHP on actions being 
undertaken to regain response standard.  
 
Duty of candour:   Due to time scales for completion and reporting on duty of 
candour it always appears that for the most recent month of reporting performance 
has dropped considerably. This is not the case and next month August data will 
reflect 100% compliance as all previous months.  
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National reporting and learning system (NRLS):  The increase in incidents graded as 
death relate to the increase in admissions and deaths from coronavirus and align 
with the peak in infection and admission rates.  There have been 2 extra deaths.    
 
Stroke: A detailed update provided in part 2.      
 
Action: Sarah Foster to provide a report and narrative around actions in place and 
the impact this is having and submit to November meeting, and include D2A and 
new investments and the impact on performance going forward.  
 

Final copy for ratification 
 
Signed by the chair:  
Date:  26 October 2021 
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Executive summary 
 
As we move into the second half of the year reporting will now focus on the two 
halves of the year as separate elements H1 (April 2021 to September 2021) and H2 
(October 2021 to March 2022). The rationale for this being that although the H2 
funding envelope contained additional resources that related to the H1 period NHS 
England and Improvement guidance required for those costs to be accounted for in 
H2. This means that rather than rebasing H1 and restating on a conventional 
accounting basis the H1 reported position is effectively locked down. The most 
significant impact of this is in relation to funding for NHS providers to reflect the 
Agenda for Change pay award arrears for 2021 to 2022. 
 
The final version of the H2 plan was submitted on 18 November to NHS England and 
Improvement. For NHS Kernow this results in a planned H2 deficit of £1.6million 
which when offset against the £1.6million surplus delivered in H1 gives a balanced 
plan for the whole year. The result is that NHS Kernow plans to deliver its statutory 
breakeven requirement for 2021 to 2022. 
 
It should be noted that NHS Kernow reported its October 2021 (month 7) position to 
NHS England and Improvement on 12 November 2021 before the final H2 plan was 
submitted. As a result of this NHS England and Improvement set month 7 funding 
equal to expenditure as an interim measure for example an in month breakeven 
position. Now that the final H2 plan has been submitted expenditure will be 
monitored against plan from November 2021 (month 8) onwards.  
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CCG performance 
 

Plan 
 

Month 7 
position 

Plan 
compliance  

 

‘Bottom line’ delivery     

Year to date surplus  
(H1 outturn) 

£1.57million 
surplus 

£1.57million 
surplus 

On plan 
 

 

Year to date  
(H2 outturn) 

£(1.57)million  
deficit 

breakeven On plan 
 

 

     

 
 
 
 
 

CCG performance 
 

Plan 
 

Month 7 
position 

Plan 
compliance  

  Forecast 
delivery 

risk 

Other targets       

Mental health 
investment standard 
(note this is measured 
on the full year 2021 to 
2022) 

£97.76million On plan Compliant    

Running costs – H1 £5.41million £5.41million     Compliant     

Running costs – H2 £5.41million £5.41million     Compliant     

 
Capital 
(all figures shown 
represent full year 
amounts for 2021/22) 

Plan 
 

Month 7 
position 

Plan 
compliance  

  Forecast 
delivery 

risk 

Capital - CCG £0.10million £0.07million Within plan    
Capital – GP IM&T £0.62million £0.62million Within plan    

Capital – GP Minor 
Improvement Grants 

£0.44million 
nil 

(year to date 
spend) 

Within plan 
   

 
Summary headlines 
 
At month 7 NHS Kernow reported a balanced ‘in month’ position (for example year to 
date surplus £1.57million) by virtue of the fact that, due to the timing of the 
submission of the final H2 plan, funding was assumed to equal expenditure in the 
returns reported to NHS England and Improvement. This was in line with NHS 
England and Improvement guidance for month 7 reporting. 
 
The capital allocation remains unchanged from last month. Most of the allocation set 
aside for IM&T replacements/upgrades has now been committed. Capital grants to 
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general practice is below initial plans but measures are being put in place to 
maximise use of this funding stream. 
 
More detail is provided in the attached report. 
 

Recommendations and specific action to take at the 
meeting 
 
The Governing Body is asked to: 
 
1. Note the contents of this report 
2. Note the release of funds from reserves to operational budgets approved by the 

Finance Committee and set out in Annex 1 of the attached report. 
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Additional required information  
 
Cross reference to strategic objectives 

☐ Improve health and wellbeing and reduce inequalities 

☐ Provide safe, high quality, timely and compassionate care 

☒ Work efficiently so health and care funding give maximum benefits 

☐ Make Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly a great place to work 

☐ Create the underpinning infrastructure and capabilities critical to delivery 

☐ Commissioning supports COVID-19, recovery plans and long-term plan 

expectations 
 
Evidence in support of arguments: As noted in the paper 
 
Engagement and involvement: Not applicable 
 
Communication and/or consultation requirements: Not applicable 
 
Financial implications: Monitoring and reporting in line with national guidance 
 
Review arrangements: Finance report is updated on a monthly basis 
 
Risk management: Relevant financial risks are captured in the corporate risk 
register.  At this point, we expect to deliver on the planned position for 2021/22.  
 
National policy or legislation: Reflects the current financial regime as set out by 
NHS England for 2021/22.  
 
Public health implications: None identified 
 
Equality and diversity: None identified 
 
Climate change implications: None identified 
  
Other external assessment: Hospital discharge funding reimbursement is subject 
to NHS England and Improvement scrutiny 
 
Relevant conflicts of interest: None identified 
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Main report 
 
Financial position 2021/22  
 
Plan position 
 
The final H2 plan, covering October 2021 to March 2022, was submitted to NHS 
England and Improvement on Thursday 18 November. For H2 the NHS Kernow has 
a planned deficit of £1.6m. When consolidated with the H1 surplus of £1.6m this 
results in balanced plan for 2021 to 2022 and thereby the plan meets the statutory 
breakeven requirements. 
 
Month 7 summary 
 
As the month 7 returns were submitted before the final version of the H2 plan. NHS 
England and Improvement required limited information and adjusted resources to 
reflect the actual reported spend. This resulted in NHS Kernow reporting a 
breakeven position for that month (when taken in isolation). This was a pragmatic 
solution that reflected the timing of returns. From month 8 onwards financial 
reporting will be made against the final H2 plan. 
 
The table below summarises the position reported to NHS England and 
Improvement: 

 

Ytd Plan Ytd Actual Ytd Variance Ytd Actual

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Programme Expenditure

Acute 265,431 260,266 5,165 47,639

Mental Health 62,974 65,095 (2,121) 11,516

Community Health 54,680 54,220 460 10,633

Continuing Healthcare 35,030 33,413 1,617 3,961

Primary Care 13,293 13,111 182 2,431

Prescribing 52,891 53,513 (622) 8,221

Delegated Primary Care 46,863 47,603 (740) 8,214

Other 19,270 23,212 (3,942) 1,219

Total Programme Spend 550,432 550,433 (1) 93,834

Running Costs 5,412 5,411 1 824

Total CCG expenditure (excl HDP) 555,844 555,844 0 94,658

Hospital Discharge Programme 3,139 6,441 (3,302) 1,587

558,983 562,285 (3,302) 96,245

Baseline allocation 560,552 560,552 0 94,658

add: Outstanding HDP claimed 0 3,302 3,302 1,587

Expected allocation subject to HDP 560,552 563,854 3,302 96,245

Surplus/(Deficit) 1,569 1,569 0 0

Ytd = Year to date

HDP = Hospital Discharge Programme

April 2021 to September 2021

(H1)

October 

2021 to 

March 2022

(H2)
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Commentary 
 
Payments to NHS providers continue to be on a block basis as agreed through the 
planning process so any variances relate to non-NHS expenditure. 
 
The payment profile for NHS expenditure will see a higher level of spend in month 7 
than in subsequent months. This is because NHS England and Improvement 
required all CCGs to pay Agenda for Change pay arrears in month 7 (and not to 
account for such arrears in the H1 position).  
 
The key areas of variance are considered below. 
 
Acute 
 
Most of the acute expenditure relates to NHS providers which will continue to be paid 
via block funding arrangements for the remainder of H2. As noted above the Agenda 
for Change arrears were paid to NHS providers and are accounted for in full in 
Month 7. Duchy Hospital, which is operated by Ramsay Healthcare UK, is the largest 
non-NHS acute provider. Activity levels were lower in H1 than planned however it is 
expected that these will rise over the coming months though workforce appears to be 
a constraining factor. 
 
Community services 
 
There has been no significant change in activity levels since last month. Most of the 
Community Health expenditure is under block arrangements with Cornwall 
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust. Expenditure trends in non-NHS sector continue 
to be similar to H1 with wheelchairs and orthotics not restoring to pre COVID levels 
at this point in time.  
 
Continuing healthcare 
 
The rate of conversion from HDP funding to core ‘business as usual’ spend remains 
difficult to predict. As reported last month, NHS Kernow is experiencing lower 
numbers of people qualifying for CHC than pre-COVID, whereas the Plan assumed a 
swift return to pre-pandemic levels. Whilst there are, at this stage, lower levels of 
CHC eligibility it is not yet clear what the key drivers of this trend are other whether 
there will be a reversal in this position in future months. Among the factors that could 
be contributing to lower numbers of packages are possibly: more effective 
assessment processes; lifestyle impacts from the pandemic changing the nature of 
the demand for care; more effective interventions supported by hospital discharge 
initiatives (leading to less dependency at assessment); market demand/capacity 
factors. October has seen a marginal increase in monthly spend compared to 
September. 
 
Prescribing  
 
The latest available data is for August and the actual charges were less than had 
been predicted. Additional costs of No Cheaper Stock Obtainable – estimated to be 
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c£400,000 for the year (assuming no further increases) will be mitigated by savings 
from lower generic pricing that is expected to impact from October. As can be seen 
from the chart below NHS Kernow’s annual growth rate (green line) remains above 
that of its Southwest peers.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Prescribing activity and pricing will continue to be areas of significant uncertainty for 
the remainder of the year. 
 
Delegated primary care 
 
Most of the expenditure in delegated primary care is based on list sizes. The 
additional roles reimbursement scheme (ARRS) is creating apparent budgetary 
pressure, but this is because NHS Kernow cannot claim the central top up until it has 
spent all the locally held budget. It is likely that central reimbursement of ARRS top 
up funding will start in month 9. Overall, it is expected that this budgetary area will 
operate within budget. 
 
Other programme  
 
Operational pressures and challenges with patient flow through the system continue 
to result in the local health system reporting OPEL 4 escalation status with 
considerable pressures experienced by the ambulance service. In response to this, 
and in conjunction with system partners, there are further investments to support and 
improve patient flow as we approach the winter period including initiatives to relieve 
pressure on the local ambulance service.  
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Running costs 
 
Running costs are in line with plan at the end of October. As reported previously 
there have been and will continue to be some non-recurrent costs associated with 
setting up the Integrated Care Board, these have been covered off by lower-than-
expected charges for Sedgemoor office dilapidations. 
 
Capital expenditure 
 
As reported last month, NHS Kernow has been formally notified of its total capital 
allocation for 2021/22. (Unlike revenue funding which has only been allocated for H1, 
the capital funding encompasses the whole year). Based on initial plans the GP 
minor improvement grants will not be fully utilised as originally planned. Additional 
work is being undertaken with GP practices to ascertain if future schemes can be 
started earlier. Additionally, the NHS Kernow is working with NHS England and 
Improvement to potentially reallocate funding to alternative capital funding streams to 
maximise benefits within Cornwall and Isles of Scilly. The IM&T capital budget is 
largely committed with the NHS Kernow retaining a small contingency for 
emergencies. 
 
Other relevant funding issues 

 
Hospital discharge programme funding 
 
Hospital Discharge Programme funding continues to be held outside of notified 
funding envelopes. NHS Kernow continues to be in receipt of Hospital Discharge 
Programme (HDP) funding in line with current guidance however for H2 the period of 
funding is reduced to 4 weeks maximum. HDP funding is expected to cease on 31 
March 2022. This funding is reimbursed retrospectively, after sign-off from the 
national team.  The delay between costs being incurred and the issue of revenue 
resource limit to fund it leads to a technical ‘overspend’ being reported on this spend 
at any given time.  The latest figures for costs incurred (according to the areas of 
spend where the spend was initially incurred) are as follows: 
 

 
 

Hospital discharge funding is only being released by NHS England and Improvement 
on a quarterly basis. There is no indication that the outstanding claims will not be 
reimbursed in full.  
 

April 2021 to 

September 

2021

(H1)

October 

2021 to 

March 2022

(H2)

£'000 £'000

Community Services 2,246 975

Continuing Healthcare 4,183 612

Other programm services 12 0

6,441 1,587

less: reimbursed to date (6,441) 0

Reimburement outstanding 0 1,587
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Summary of key remaining issues and uncertainties for 2021/22 H1 
 
As will be noted from the commentary above, a number of demand, cost and delivery 
factors remain critical to the assumptions forming the basis for the reported revenue 
expenditure outturn for 2021/22.  The key issues and areas of uncertainty are as 
follows: 
 

• Rate of recovery of wheelchair provision and other community-based services to 
pre-pandemic levels of demand/delivery. 

• Any further national pricing changes affecting the prescribing cost base 

• Local activity and demand trends, especially for prescribing and continuing 
healthcare costs (2 months in arrears). 

• Resolution of outstanding matters with Cornwall Council 

• Slippage levels against investment plans, and against any additional allocations 
notified in the remaining months. 

• Additional commitments to ensuring patient flow is maintained over the winter 
months 
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Annex 1 
 
The table below shows additional revenue resource allocations received during 
October 2021: 
 

 
 
 

The Finance Committee approved the following release of funds to operational 
budgets at their November meeting: 
 
Winter Access Fund (delegated primary care)    £105,000 

 

£'000 £'000

Revenue resources as at 1 October 2021 560,552

Funding included as part of H2 planning 559,090

in month allocations

NHSX Virtual Ward Licence Funding 2

Diabetes 106

SW programme 10

AMI Physical Health 100

Tobacco funding 50

Alcohol prevention scheme 28

Regional top slice funding 33

Digital First Primary Care 204

Winter Access Funding 105

Urgent Community Response accerator sites 274

CETR funding adjustment (2)

910

Funding reimbursements

Elective Recovery Fund 3,312

3,312

Revenue Resources as at 31 October 2021 (in year funding) 1,123,864
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